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A NEW TRAINING PHILOSOPHY:

THE LOCAL SYSTEM OF DEVELOPMENT OF

COMPETENCE

Abstract

Fifteen years ago, the French Nuclear Program has created a particular climate full of dynamism
and enthusiasm, in the accomplishment of which each individual has been motivated, using the
strong centralized training system with aims to develop knowledge and skills necessary to be
promoted in new jobs.

Now a day, environment has been changed because of, among other things, the general career
development plateau, the aging of installations and personnel and the external pressure on
nuclear safety. It is now necessary to move from a centralized training system of development of
skills to local systems of development of competencies.

But how to keep advantages of standardized nuclear program with individual plant organization
which is different from one plant to another?

The paper describes how EDF is changing his training organisation, the relationship between
NPP's and training centres, the roles and responsibilities between corporate resources
departments, NPP management and training centres.
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1- THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS
1.1 The Nuclear Program Launching

In the end of the 70th and early 80th, the launching of the French Nuclear Program has created a
particular climate full of dynamism, enthusiasm and of industrial adventure. This national
construction could be compared to a pioneer area where invention, discovery, imagination and
creativeness were more important than procedures. NPP personnel felt confident in the future
which offered to anyone a good and often an accelerated career development. The job
competition did not exist and all have the opportunity to progress.

Also, the general economic situation favored the development of the nuclear business. Only the
technical achievement was important.

1.2 The Aims of the Training System

First, the training system had the role of providing a mass schooling. The strategic choice to man
the first NPPs with personnel coming from the fossil generation side of EDF made the training
system become a huge technical school. At the same time as training was providing NPP
personnel with basic nuclear education elements, it also provided them with a social cohesion, a
specific nuclear culture.

The second aim of the training system was more trivial: it had to provide NPP personnel with
knowledge and skills to allow them to acquire the competencies necessary to hold the job. It
was a tremendous effort, be the huge amount and diversity of scientific, technological and
procedural knowledge requires by all operation and maintenance positions.

The third aim or function was to reassure a number of people: the company, the personnel, the
government and the public. The huge dimension of the training system was then a guarantee for
high qualification and therefore for a good level of nuclear safety.

The last function is related to the bound existing between training and job appointment. Training
was used for recognition of a given qualification which would then legitimate the change in job
through promotion. As the program accelerated, vertical job "hovering" called for more training
which thus became the control device of the internal job market.
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External Context
French Nuclear Program Launching

~ Dynamism/Adventure
- Imagination/Creativeness
- Prestige

Pioneering work with fewer procedures than now

Economicly favorable conditions

Only technical achievement is important

United nuclear actors against growing Greens
Opposition
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Internal Context
Mass Schooling

- Staffing with Conventional Power Plant Personnel
- Huge Technical school / Basic Nuclear Power
- Social Cohesion/Specific Nuclear Culture

' Qualification
- Capacity lo hold NPP's jobs

Reassurance
- Dimension of training systs Guarantee for Quality & Nuclear Safety

1 Career Development
- Training legitimates promotion
- Training as a tool of personnel management vs Intemat Job Market
- Equal Opportunity
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1.3 The Training Organization

Despite all technological and managerial changes or mutations, the training organization stayed
the same for a little more than 15 years. We can read it at two levels.
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A Dual System in Harmony
A Formal Structure

- Centralized Teaching Organization
- Seffcontained modules
- Training program for all job positions (all fields: Sciences, Technology..)
- Knowledge & Skills qualifications =Oob salary
-18% of the payroll

A Non-Organized Training
- Informal/ direct relation to day to day work
- Knowledge acquisition through contacts with equipment
- Team spirit/ Companionship/OJT/Stlf.Tra!ninB
- Individual transfer into competence through collective dynamics (dialog,

team reflection, shared knowledge)

a. The Formal Organization

The first level is that of a mass schooling system. Training was the essential part of a
systematic approach to personnel management. There was a strong will to cover in all
domains all the different fields of knowledge. Safety does not allow any gap in the personnel
qualification. Thus training was for all. The Nuclear Generation Division had become a
teaching organization where each job position is held in direct relation with the knowledge
and skills that the incumbent has demonstrated at a given time and which could be
documented through the training system. The validation of knowledge legitimated the job
appointment which gave the rank in the division hierarchy scale as well as in the local
society.

The necessary knowledge - scientific, technological and procedural - most of it external to the
company, was instilled through self-contained training modules listed in a training catalog. 18
% of the division payroll were devoted to training for all these years.

b. The Non-organized Training
The success of the French Nuclear Program can't be exclusively attributed to formal training.
Competence of NPP personnel has also been developped through informal ways, no-
structured, in direct relation to the day-to-day work. Owing to strong companionship, self-
training and eagerness to understand the machine from job activities, first during construction
and then startup, knowledge acquisition occurred through direct contact with equipment. It
was not only knowledge but knowledge and skills enabling personnel to do, actions could be
performed: it was actual competence.

The development of this informal training was possible because all conditions were favorable,
in particular work climate in all NPP work teams. Future offered equal opportunities to all and
inter-individual competition did practically not exist. Futhermore, in the control room, dialog
and collective reflection before action were usual attitudes.

This informal system was reinforcing the formal one and vice-versa. It was a dual system in
synergy in which anyone shared knowledge as well as lacks and interrogations.

The success of the acquisition of high qualification and team competencies is to be found in
the synergy between the quality of the systematic modules training and the good conditions
in work teams.
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1.4 Organization Effectiveness

With a historical perspective, it is interesting to note the good match between the training system
then in place and the four aims/functions that it was set to achieve. It is the main reason of its
duration whereas training practice evolves greatly in all other fields of activities. The system was
pertinent and effective from both points of view of the enterprise and of the individuals.

2- CHANGES
The key-words of the changes in the environment could be:

> from a pioneer area to an industrial reality

> an increase in the international pressure on nuclear safety

> an increase in procedural work

> an emphasis on management and more reporting

> an economic crisis triggering uncertainty about the enterprise future

> a general career development plateau

> an aging of installations and personnel

present & future 01

New Environment

Nuclear Industry = Controlled Process

From pioneer period to industrial era
- More procedures, automation, reporting
- Means culture to results orientation
- General career development plateau

International Pressure
- Tchemobyl /AD eggs in the Nuclear Power Basket /Privatisation
- No growth / Diminution of confidence

Ageing
- Personnel
- Equipment
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Necessary Evolution

• The main functions of Training must adapt
- Less and less new entrants with a better educational

background
- Freezing of career development/ competition for promotion
- Very*experienced and well-qualified personnel
- Higher Nuclear Safety Requirements

<• Maintaining personnel competence & adapt to
new environment
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3- THE LOCAL SYSTEM OF DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCIES

present & future 03

New priority

Maintain & develop personnel professionalism
for safer operations & better performance

1 More responsibility to NPP's
- Decentralization of training system

' Man qement of competency
x Qualification & Competence
- All management line involvement
- Training must be rooted in actual work/ Trainers closer to actual

work situations
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New Training Philosophy toward
Competence Revolution

More individualization to take into account the
diversity of personnel

Better integration between training and personnel
management

• Better integration between training and actual
work

• Production of Competence through work teams

3.1 The necessary mutation of the formal training

Several favorable conditions have disappeared along with several internal drives. External and
internal pressures on safety have increased asking not for more knowledge or skills but
competencies. Professionalism is the master word. Formal training had to change. Self-contained
training modules could be maintained but must be used in a more dynamic manner:

> more individualization to take into account the diversity of personnel

> still more field quality

> a better integration between training and personnel management. Training has now to be
thought not only as a necessary step to promotion but first, as a necessary step to adapt
and acquire pertinent background for new competencies for new trades and new jobs.iu at tune pel in IOI u uo^ixyiuuuu IUI new u*->j upcici IUICO I*-»I new uauca caiiu i ic

> a better integration between training and work to progress toward a
Organization".

"Learning

A number of NPP employees have not only acquired knowledge and skills but have also
produced new ones, often without complete awareness. These people will then participate in
training to ask not anymore for more knowledge but for assistance to identify, formalize and
circulate their own experience.

New pedogogies with less school-like teaching have to be implemented: customized-training,
case studies, training-by-doing, tutoring_ The main impact will be on trainers. Indeed, these
teaching ways are more demanding in terms of qualifications of trainers who must evolve to
become training consultants able to analyze jobs, professional facilitators to capitalize on
individual experiences, training engineers to build individual education paths.
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3.2 The necessary revolution

Training and more generally education has to be thought not in terms of qualifications anymore
but in terms of competencies. Qualification is static. It is a formal recognition at a given time of an
ensemble of knowledge and skills defined by experts as necessary to achieve a given result.
Conversely, competence is dynamic. It is a capacity to do something in a given situation. A
person may be competent and not qualified.

Competencies are then difficult to manage because they are being constructed while doing.
Competence production is individual and can't be a direct result of self-contained modules. Also,
qualification is directly related to the mind. It's a product of our rational intelligence whereas
competence implies a link between mind and body; it's more the capacity for a NPP operator to
establish the relation between a mental representation of the physical phenomena and his
professional gestures than pure knowledge.

Moreover, competence includes a capacity to decide in situations which are new. No matter how
good could be a procedure, it will never be exhaustive.

The new training system has to take these new needs into account and build around the self-
contained modules of yesterday, new learning programs closer to the actual work and to the
development of competencies.

3.3 The informal training

The above proposal is not enough to guarantee competence employees. Indeed, good students,
qualified for some activities and cognizant of procedures do not make directly operational
employees mastering their job. Competence makes itself apparent and tends to develop in work
situations within work teams. Unfortunately, the conditions of competence production in EDF
NPPs today are not as favorable as in the past.

Employees in the same job position will have different career developments. First line or middle
managers may transitory occupy a position to learn the job and move up. Such an organization
has negative impact on the collective learning process.

For example, a well-experienced field operator but with little qualification, will be very reticent
about sharing his knowledge to allow others to gain competence and eventually compete for a
promotion. On the same line, management who individualize performance and career
development provides negative incentives for both, sharing knowledge and revealing wrongdoing
or failure.
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Competence
* Qualification

• Static ^ ^
• Formal recognition at ^ ^ ^

a given time ^ ^ r
• Define as necessary ^ V

to achieve a result f
• Related to rational

intelligence

Revolution
• Competence

- Dynamic
- Capacity to do in a given

situation
-Implieslink between

mind & body
- Includes a capacity to decide
- Could be produced

independently of any formal
training
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3.4 The axis of development

The new training system must be rooted in the actual work, the work teams, the individuals and
their collective functioning. To develop real competencies, work has to become a subject of
knowledge and not only some pieces of equipment. As nuclear business can't be conceived to be
performed by isolated men and women, the new system will have to use all possible solutions
favoring cooperation in everyday work: companionship, self-training, intra-team training,_

How to maintain this valuable good which is the collective will to know how to face future events
together?

4- A NEW TRAINING ORGANIZATION
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Decentralization & Coherence
Sites

- Management of individual & collective competence needs
- Local feedback experiences incorporation
- Local Training

1 Co rpo rates Resources Departments
- Policies
- Job family & trades evolution
- Initial training & accident conditions training programmes
- SAT methodology dissemination
- National feedback cxperience(s) incorporation

Training Centres
- SAT design, development 4 implementation phases
- Training quality

4.1 Principles

The top management of the Nuclear Generation division finalized the above analysis into 4
principles:

> a global view and forecast of training needs centralized by corporate departments, each of
them responsible for a domain: safety, management, radiation protection and security,
maintenance, operation, engineering

> a transitory phase to go from a initial mass training to a system of development of
competencies

> manager responsibility for using training as a tool to develop their personnel competencies

> an efficient control of all the training chain with a national steering committee and a
recognized partner as our lead contractor.
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4.2 Corporate Responsibilities

The different corporate departments are grouped into the Corporate Resources Division (MCP).
Ownership responsibility is shared between the 20 NPPs and MCP. It concerns:

> identification of job family evolutions in terms of new competencies to be acquired and
perspecyive about the impact of technology on specific jobs

> training needs in terms of competencies

> conformanca between training end-results and what was expected.

The strong will to involve all managers in the training process and the high priority given to the
maintaining of knowledge and the development of competencies imply that the ownership
responsibility is shared between local and corporate level.

> MCP is in charge of the initial training, the implementation of national orientations and
training actions needed heavy resources:

• initial acquisition of basic knowledge

• job family and trades evolution

• accident conditions training (simulators policies)

• national feedback experiences incorporation

• SAT methodology dissemination

• development of national expertise.

> Within each department a small unit has the responsibility to manage job networks in
order to disseminate valuable experiences and to root training in the actual everyday work.

> Within MCP, the Management Support department has in charge the overall coordination
of training (methodology coherence, consolidated budget, International training relations,
general relations with the internal contractor, in particular for trainer appointments, _)

4.3 Site Responsibilities

> Sites are in charge of the adaptation of training to individuals and implementation of
quality control process:

• definition of competencies to be acquired and choice of corresponding means

• control for SAT methodology conformance

• local feedback experiences incorporation.

> Each site has the full responsibility of its local training programs and may call upon the
national contractor or external training firms.
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4.4 Organization

Coherence is achieved through site Local Training Plan constructed within a 3-year strategic
national framework set by top management.

Permanent advisory groups, one by corporate department, are implemented with the assignment
to act as a validation and control body.

A national steering comittee has in charge all strategic orientations about training for the Nuclear
Generation Division. It is the official link between the owner and the internal contractor and is the
decision level.
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The Overall Organization

Nuclear
Training
Steering

Committee
Corporate
Resources

Department
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Corporates Resources Dept's

0AM: Human resources policy including training / OSRE
Overall coordination of trades and training /indust. Safety
Methodology coherence bad. Prote
Qualitycontroi \Environ
Budget

GSIP
Management
tnfotmation

System
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Conclusion

• Important cultural change
• Necessary management involvement
• Necessary change of the relation with regulator
• Expected results:

from more to better training
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